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Rusty goes for a spin...
Years ago I saw a gyro and never did erase the memory.
Weird and odd!
December 2010 I decided it was now or never (my appontment with the grim reaper getting nearer!)
After talking and listening, I decided to get my fixed wing
microlight licence then see about the gyro, if I make it.
Rusty with Lloyd’s gyro

guys willingly helped out with navigation subject (as I have trouble with bloody numbers)
and drive the important stuff home. Thanks
guys.
With all the exams passed and the final flight
test done (I must say the flight test was so
much fun!) Now what?

The gyro thing was still smouldering away so I started looking around.
Rusty Russell
There was little in my price range or
it had the appearance of a lunatic’s
clothesline and I am too old to sit on a bike seat and freeze.
Importing one from the States was an option and I was
ready to push the button when Tony Unwin suggested I call
a guy in Palmerston SI as he had a RAF 2000 for sale. It
had a chequered past but hey, who’s perfect? I googled
them and hey it had a house on it, doors and windows,
heater and a padded seat. Cool. OK. I bought it (despite
a lot of YouTube viewing) and the nice man delivered it to
Nelson for me.
I chose Lloyd Heslop of Nelson to instruct me as he owns
and flies an identical gyro and has around 700 hrs up. No
one better!
May the 15th I flew to Nelson with the intention of learning
then flying my own plane home. A nice dream and it wasn’t
long before that idea went in the bin - suicidal at that stage
of my flying career. Maybe I’m getting to be a little more
responsible in my old age!
Lloyd and his wife Jan welcomed me in, housed, transported, fed. They really spoilt me rotten, including me in lots of
his work and family activities.

A mate at the refinery, Stephen Jeffery, said the Dargaville
club was the only place to consider. I visited, and sure
enough, I was welcomed in and taken for a trial flight. This
old fella Murray the CFI reckoned I might make it if I’m lucky.
He had a wicked sense of humour and a sparkle in his eye.
A smooth talker as well coz before I knew it I had signed up,
done 50 odd hours and was signed off on the Storch and the
Texan. Age must have given him the patience of a saint, as
he has it in bucketfulls
Flying over the north, the beaches, the bush, beautiful emerald green countryside! How cool was this!!!! Clockin’ up
hours and enjoying it a tad more than I should!
Trying to remember the law, weather, radio, etc was the biggest challenge, I kind of worked on the theory that whatever
I really needed to know would stick! Peter and other club

One of these was a helicopter rescue of his son’s quad bike
that ended up in a valley way up in the mountains behind
Richmond. Another night we went and recovered a truck
which had breathed in water fording a river near Waihopai
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satellite base. 2 am, pitch dark, undies, bare feet, freezing
water, attaching ropes etc. All good fun. I should explain
that Lloyd owns a truck recovery and repair business plus
many other irons in various fires. A more energetic, positive,
dynamic person I have yet to meet!
Lloyd, worrying? - Paul Shaw
may not be too sure either

ings from 900 ft down wind, definitely something to experience!
Despite having a short right leg again I did manage to convince Lloyd that I had listened and understood all his words
of wisdom after 13 hrs of circuits and some fantastic X countries around the Marlborough sounds, Havelock and other
places that we just beautiful. He said those scary words “ I
reckon you are ready to go SOLO!”
My friend Paul Shaw in Russell got wind of what I was doing
and made the trip south to tow me and the plane north. ‘Tis
true, you can’t put a price on friendship. It was even more
special considering he is wheelchair bound!
Farewell time

About now Lloyd again proved a gem by modifying a trailer
to transport RCO back up north, utilising bits and pieces off
wrecked trucks. Waste nothing is a philosophy we share.
The result - a very practical, sturdy, balanced trailer. New
wheel bearings for good measure and some width lights and
we were done!
Flying off Nelson airport in Lloyd’s plane, the fourth busiest
airport in NZ, was an eye opener for a lad from the bush.
I sure felt a little overwhelmed sitting in the centre of the
runway, getting tower clearance to roll on 22, while huge
passenger planes waited at their designated hold points for
me to take off. A quiet “don’t f@# it up” was all I remember
Lloyd saying as we clattered off down the runway and lifted
off beautifully, thinking “whew” and a few other choice words.
Circuits and more circuits. Slowly getting it. Power-off land-

On cue the skies opened up and Nelson was flooded badly
using up the time when I had hoped I could do this solo
bit. So, never say die, Paul trailered my gyro up to Lake
Station aerodrome in the mountains in the Nelson or Tasman National Park and met Lloyd there. We assembled the
rotors in freezing sleety showers. The farmer shooed the
sheep off the runway and we flew RCO for a short distance
and landed (not solo as my machine was at that time still
un-flown due to missing paper work) that was all we could
do apart from sorting out a few “issues” Lloyd was unhappy
about and took pride in rectifying.
With shaking hands my logbook was duly signed. Cold or
nervous? Not sure!
We bid Lloyd farewell, tried to wipe as much sheep shit off
ourselves as we could, reloaded plane onto the trailer and
rotors in the box and headed down the long picture postcard
valley to Woodbourne. Left up to Picton, onto the ferry
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The first mission was to preset the trim on the stick by taxiing up and down the runway, slowly adjusting the tension on
the controls until they became light in my hands..

RCO on the trailer waits for the ferry

Murray, now back from Church (and offering a few Hail Marys I hope), watched with Jill and a couple of family members
as I taxied, flew a short way, then landed a few times.

then a seemingly non-stop drive up to Whangarei, arriving
at 0900 next day. It was getting close to 36 hrs since I had
seen the back of my eyelids but swapping drivers, some
awesome rock n roll music and McDonalds coffees kept us
on the ball!
After a quick hello to the missus (whose cuddles and cooking were greatly missed - first time apart since 1971 I might
add!) we delivered RCO over to Dargaville which is to be her
home for the foreseeable future. The generosity of the club
is astounding.
Then home for a much needed “cuddle and a moi”
Sunday 5/6/2011: Visited Dargaville, unpacked, set-up,
stringline, torque up and fitted the rotors. Another in-depth
“pre-flight” and pushed her out into a stunning,sunny, wind
free morning. Perfect! About now the realisation that now
“I” am it!, no-one else but me is responsible for its airworthiness, sinks in with a thud! Shite. More checking.

“OK Murray I’m goin’ to fly a circuit this time”. “OK chief” and
away I went. Not the tidiest take off and Lloyd’s words are
still loud in my ear, “Take offs are optional but landings are
COMPULSORY!”. One down, one to go. 500 ft, all good,
down wind, fiddling with the trim controls until they took the
weight off my hands and blood could return to my fingers! A
slow “in trim” turn onto left base for 22 touch and go. Look
at the end of the runway. Fly down a stringline, maintain
airspeed, keep it level, flare, stick back and a slight bump as
contact is made with terra firma. “Don’t stop flying it until the
rotors have stopped!” OK Lloyd. Stick forward and into the
slight cross wind. Done it! Who would have thought? “Wish
Mum and Dad could have seen this”, I thought, before pulling the stick back, a little squeeze on the pre-rotator: 80, a
slow roll out, rotor revs climbing, 100, 150, 200, Full throttle,
nose up, follow forward with the stick, balancing on the main
wheels, air speed building, no pulling back on the stick. Just
a twitch of the tail and we are off - again.
A wine or three later I’m feeling quietly satisfied!
Had a dream, made it happen, but only with the help and
patience of those aforementioned.
Thanks Guys, appreciated.

North Cape - (and back...)
The weather looked good and I needed to build a few solo
hours toward my passenger rating so I left a leave form on
the boss’ desk and then into the car and away to the airfield.
The fog got heavier the
closer I got, but no worries
- that just left more time for
flight planning and a coffee
with Murray.
The fog finally lifted at about
11, so with life jacket and
PLB strapped on, TTX’s
tanks brim full and lined up
on 04, away we went on
track to the brother in law’s
new dairy farm at Maromaku just north of Towai. 5
minutes of orbits and photos
and then follow the railway
through to Opua.
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Whangaroa Harbour

Stephen Jeffery
A perfect day with about a 5 knot northerly and just a few
cumulus forming up inland. Across the bay and up the coast
past Whangaroa then out over the water at 3500ft to Cape
Karikari. A few boats out, but other than the skydivers at
Kerikeri there was no local air
traffic – where is everyone on
such a good day? Working?
Had a brief talk to Murray who
was on a photo mission away
down south over the Waipoua
forest – three aircraft in the air
in the whole of Northland and
two of them from Dargaville!

Photo: Stephen Jeffery
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The sky started looking a bit
dark north of Parengarenga
Harbour with a few showers.
(Still lots of white sand for the
glass factory….) Took a photo
of the North Cape lighthouse,
but not a good result – a few
drops of rain on the canopy
3

Cape Reinga

90 Mile Beach

Photo: Stephen Jeffery

confused the little camera’s auto focus. Never mind - carry
on to Cape Reinga in sunshine.
Whangapae Harbour

Photo: Stephen Jeffery

The offshore breeze was sure to encourage the kite fishers, so up to 1500ft and on to Ahipara. Finally some other
traffic – flight training out of Kaitaia. Had a quick look at
Herekino and Whangapae harbours. The old sea captains
who brought their vessels through the narrow entrance must
have been supremely confident and skilled. It gives you a
great appreciation of their abilities.
In no time at all I was overhead Maunganui Bluff and tracking over the Kai-Iwi lakes. Set up for an overhead join – just
enough smoke drift from a small fire near the airfield to
reveal a slight wind favouring 04 and in to land.

Photo: Stephen Jeffery

3.1 hours, 46 litres of petrol and the greatest of flights. Oh
well, back to work to pay for the next one – hey boss how
about…………

A couple of quick photos and then on to the expanse of 90
mile beach.

A character-building moment
“Dad, should there be smoke coming in the cabin?”
That’s not what you want to hear when you’ve taken your
daughter out to Great Barrier Island for a birthday treat lunch
and are setting off home. Meg had never been to Great Barrier before and fancied going somewhere fresh in the “new”
aircraft that I have just taken a half-share in.

Dave Evans

answer to her question was, “No!” but probably meant something like “Dad, we’ve got a big problem you haven’t spotted,
sort this out and quick”.

If you’ve flown out of Claris on runway 28 you’ll know that
ahead of you after take-off lies a gully filled with bush,
bounded by hills on both sides. The other direction on
runway10 isn’t a lot more appealing, with the sea and even
bigger hills to cope with if the fan on the front stops. We are
on 28...

One of the good things that Murray teaches his students
is “Don’t panic!” Mostly when I hear that phrase, I think of
Corporal Jones in “Dad’s Army” demonstrating how to panic,
but today it is Murray’s calm voice I hear in the back of my
head. So that encourages me to check the instruments
carefully – their needles are all pointing exactly where they
should be. And the propeller is still pulling us through the
air at 80 knots, climbing through 500’ now into the right turn
to clear the hills and gully. The smoke doesn’t smell like oil,
but it certainly does smell! Quite acrid, really.

So there we are, climbing nicely out of Claris, just going
through 300’ when Meg spies the smoke. At the time I am
busy looking out of the window keeping an eye on where we
are going and wonder what’s up. Meg of course knew the

It seems OK to carry on to the downwind leg, with a view to
getting back on the ground quickly and under power. And
that’s when two other aircraft announce they have joined to
land at Claris.
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By now it is getting quite foggy in the cabin, so we open the
fresh air vents and manage to pull the speed back enough
to slide the canopy open a bit – you can do that in a Tecnam Golf. At least we can breathe now. Hmm, my feet are
beginning to feel a bit warm...
Time to jump the queue. I
rehearse to myself the radio
call I need to make…and get
it wrong. But enough intelligible words go out to make
the other guys realise that I’ve
got a big problem and need to
be first on the ground. They
are kind and say they’ll extend
downwind until they can see
we are safely down.

JAN the Golf usually looks like this!

It doesn’t seem long before the wheels are settling just past
the piano keys on 28, where we were rolling for take-off just
a couple of minutes ago. Then JAN the Golf is rolling along
the seal to the taxi-way. As soon as we are off the runway,
it’s hard right onto the grass, motor off, brakes on – and
jump out as fast as we can. By this time there isn’t any
more smoke, and I realise the smoke virtually stopped when
I pulled the throttle back for the final descent. That gives a
clue that the problem might not be too serious.
A peep under the hood reveals that the tail-pipe has broken
off the muffler, so the exhaust gases – and there’s a lot of
them when climbing at full throttle – are striking the inside of
the cowl, burning the fibreglass and the paint on the engine
mount. That explains the acrid smell of the smoke that is
vaguely familiar, but not in an aircraft. I had smelled that

smell in the dim and distant past when using a blow-torch to
strip paint.
And now we have a real problem – JAN the Golf is not fit to
fly; it’s mid-afternoon; sunset is only a couple of hours away;
we’re on Great Barrier Island; Vodafone doesn’t work on the
Island; Meg has her birthday
party scheduled at her house
later this evening. Let’s cut
the long story real short…
Many Telecom phone cards
and phone box calls later
a whole heap of wonderful
people are pitching in to help
one way or another. Cliff McChesney and Nooky Robinson are flying out from Thames to
ferry us back to the mainland; Phil Southerden lends us his
pickets to stop JAN flying away in the big blow that’s forecast; Jim Shaw will drive us back to base at Tauranga where
our cars are; Colin Alexander is readying a loan muffler unit
to fit when retrieving JAN; Adam (who owns the other half) is
making plans for the retrieval.
Big, big thanks to everyone who helped :-)
Lessons to learn? Don’t panic. One can assess things logically and choose the best option. Make the right radio calls
(if possible!). Keep your passenger in the picture. Kick the
tail-pipe, kick the tyres then light the fires. And don’t panic…
PS: The shakes set in about half an hour after getting on
the ground. While trying to put a number into my mobile
phone my fingers wouldn’t work in any sensible fashion....

A Gong for Murray - more like a clanger
Brian Whiteman
I take the opportunity of thanking all those supporters in
Dargaville Aero Club, and especially those outside the club,
for providing me with so many letters of support in my efforts
in nominating Murray Foster for a ‘Gong’.
The task in this regard was commenced in 2007 and involved contact with the Cabinet Office at Parliament, and
has continued up to the latest round of Queen’s Birthday
Honours List. Murray has now been nominated by me four
times but without success, in spite of all the great support I
have received from students, club members and people in
the aviation industry.

When one reads the list of recipients, one can’t escape to
notice so many names against ‘Services to......’ an elite section of the comunity!
I now have a substantial file of papers gathered over the
past three and one half years, which I intend to give to Murray so that he knows how he is held in such high regard and
esteem by so many people. I realise it is not a royal honour
but it records the feelings of those most important to him.

I personally believe that Murray is more than worthy for a
royal honour in recognition for all the outstanding work he
has done on a voluntary basis for so many people over
such a long period of time. Personally, I am quite angry that
he has been overlooked now four times, but this in no way
diminishes what I, and many others, believe him to be - a sowell-deserved candidate.
Winter 2011
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Editor’s comment:
Hear, hear! From what I know of Murray, he
doesn’t seek any reward. But the rest of us would
love to see Murray recognised in the wider world
outside Northland.
Will anyone else take up the challenge?
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Classic Fighters, Omaka 2011
The fact that we actually made it to the air show must be
considered an achievement.

Brian Whiteman

Omaka - nearly there!

I couldn’t book the Dargaville club Texan, but my flying mate
Ian Bagshaw is a member of the Kapiti Aero Club and he
managed to book us a Cessna 152 for the flight over to
Woodbourne. So Vivienne and I drove down to Waikanae
prior to the ‘big event’.
As it turned out Kapiti Aero Club was having some internal
‘problems’ and we weren’t sure that the aircraft would be
available to us, so Ian managed eventually to book us on
a commercial flight with Air2there, out of Paraparaumu at
a cost of $490 each. The intended flight was in a Cessna
Caravan but that was full, however demand caused them to
run a second aircraft. We flew in a Piper Navajo Chieftain,
which appeared to be near its ‘use by date’.

l020hrs so we missed it. *#%%@*! We did see it in the in
the ‘parking lot’ and what a sight it made, together with its
compatriots, the Ju87 “Stuka” and the Me108, (predecessor
to the Me-109, Germany’s main fighter for WWII) all three
sporting the bright yellow favoured by the Luftwaffe in WWII.
We did learn afterwards that the FW 190 had damaged its
propeller during practice and was subsequently grounded,
but it was still frustrating, the thought that we had missed
such an important feature of the show.

In the Piper Navajo Chieftain

Fokke-Wulf 190 - “Butcher Bird”

Photo: Brian Whiteman

Photo: Brian Whiteman

Our departure on the Saturday was two hours late due to
‘technical problems’ and got us to Woodbourne and then by
taxi to Omaka shortly after 1100hrs. We were pleased to get
there but we were not entirely ‘happy punters’ having missed
the first hour of the show and the weather was not that ‘flash’
either.
We were however impressed
on entry by the squads of
WW1 uniformed military,
together with their vehicles,
two tanks and guns etc.,
located at the Living History Camp, quite authentic
indeed. Also spied was
a WWII jeep fitted with a
machine gun and crewed by
a large dog, complete with
appropriate goggles!
A ‘must see’ for me was the
FW190 “Butcher Bird” flying,
but that was scheduled for
Winter 2011

Once inside the gate we watched the Warbirds DC-3 finish
its demonstration flight and whilst this is now ‘old hat’, it is
always enjoyable to see this majestic old workhorse going
through its paces low and close, this time with a burst of
sun reflecting off her RNZAF livery and accompanied by the
snarl of her twin 550hp, Pratt and Whitney
‘Wasp’ radiais.

Photo: Brian Whiteman
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The Goodyear FG-1D Corsair was a
welcome next. What a beautiful aircraft this is and with so much power (18
cylinder 2,450hp P. & W. Double Wasp
engine) it was the nemesis of so many
Japanese fighter pilots who referred to it
as “Whispering Death”. Today, it is so hard
to believe that the RNZAF operated no
less than 424 of these fantastic fighters.
Armed with this knowledge, my thoughts
turned to reflect on the sad group of dejected A4 “Skyhawks” sitting outside in the
weather at Woodboume AFB, in their tatty
white ‘packamacs’! What have you done
Helen?
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Corsair

Corsair

Photo: Brian Whiteman

The highlight of the Show was the GREAT WAR SCENARIO
which captured everyone’s attention, both in the sky above
and on the ground. There were so many authentic aircraft above, dog fighting, bombing and strafing that there
was hardly enough sky to accommodate them all. On the
ground, a myriad of WW1 tanks, guns and vehicles with their
German and allied soldiers were engaged in a noisy and
exciting fire-fight, punctuated by massive explosions (make
believe bombs) and columns
Bristol Fighter
of fiery smoke to great effect.
This was excitement on steroids
indeed!

Photo: Brian Whiteman

also would have liked to have been entertained by the
products of De Havilland which were conspicuous by their
absence, or did I miss them? I did see “Chipmunks”, “Tiger
Moths” and a beautiful “Dragonfly” on the ground, but not in
the air. Shame. And what about the Percival “Vega Gull”,
what happened to that?
We did see the Yak 52s and Nanchangs performing, both
of which seem a relatively
inexpensive way to get into
the Warbird scene.

I especially enjoyed seeing the
Bristol F.2B in action, so much so
that I have featured it in my latest aviation painting after having
being inspired by the aerial battle
experienced at the show.
After lunch we were entertained
by many WWII aircraft including
P51D Mustang, two Supermarine
Spitfires, (Brendon Deere’s Mk
IXc, PV270 and Doug Brooker’s
two place version); no less than
three Curtiss P-40’s, one of
which, a P-40c “Tomahawk” was making its debut since
total re-build, a rare bird indeed. We also enjoyed the slick
display of the “Catalina” amphibian and I personally feel
privileged that such a great machine is here in NZ.
What I did miss was the promised and featured Avro “Anson”
which failed to arrive. I do not know what happened to the
‘Strikemaster’ which was programmed and would have been
the only jet powered aircraft in the show.

Photo: Brian Whiteman

All in all, well worth the
effort, but a bit costly with
another $70 entrance fee
added to the cost of the
flight there. This was a
well organised show but
with a few disappointments and omissions. I
will still attend in two years’
time, and in the meantime
we have Warbirds over
Wanaka to look forward to
next Easter.

I took more than 200 photos of the event, some of them included with this contribution
and I hope they give you some of the pleasure I experienced
when taking them.
De Havilland Dragonfly

I
Photo: Brian Whiteman

By the way, look as we did, we did not see any sign of DAC’s
Texan at either Woodbourne or Omaka?!
Photo: Brian Whiteman
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Top:
Kermit Weeks in his Albatros D-Va
Albatros chased by Sopwith Camel

Top:
Kermit Weeks in his Albatros D-Va
Three Fokker Dr.I Triplane replicas

Below:
Nieuport N11
Sopwith Triplane

Below:
“The Red Baron” in his Fokker Dr.I
Ground troops on their way to...
All photos on this page: Brian Whiteman
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Above:
RNZN Seasprite helicpter
Catalina “flying boat”
Below:
Kittyhawk
Junkers Ju180 Stuka

Above:
Corsair
Spitfire two-place version
Below:
Miles Messenger
Spitfire MkIX
All photos on this page: Brian Whiteman
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Aircraft Brakes

Bryn Lockie

Early aircraft did not have brakes - they were unnecessary
weight. Modern aircraft all have braking systems, but they
are light weight units designed to assist with taxiing the
aircraft. They heat up and lose efficiency quickly and parts
need replacing often.

Zenair CH701 leaving Dargaville

In almost all cases they are not capable of the performance
we expect from car braking systems. Some kit aircraft have
mountain bike brakes!
We should operate the aircraft in such a way that we do not
rely on the braking system.
In the five years we’ve been at West Auckland / Parakai,
several aircraft have been damaged by pilots not reducing
speed soon enough, and the aircraft overrunning the available space. No one has been hurt but aircraft are fragile
and it is surprising the amount of damage even a light knock
can do.

Photo: Bill Lambeth

Dargaville sunset

Fortunately this is one problem that can easily be prevented… if you’re past half way on the runway you should
either be in the air and climbing, or on the ground and reducing speed rapidly.
When taxiing up to the pumps, come in on a diagonal so that
you won’t run into them if something goes wrong. Drive it
like it has no brakes and you’ll never run into something.
Reproduced with permission from the Parakai Airfield newsletter. Thanks guys :-)
Photo: Brian Whiteman

Found on the web...
If Beethoven had been killed in a plane crash at the age
of 22, it would have changed the history of music... and of
aviation.
— Tom Stoppard
Tower: “Hawk 20, is this the same aircraft declaring emergency about two hours ago ?”

Pilot: Good morning, Frankfurt ground, KLM 242 request
start up and push back, please.
Tower: KLM 242 expect start up in two hours.
Pilot:

Please confirm: two hours delay?

Tower: Affirmative.

Pilot:

“Negative, Sir. It’s just the same pilot.”

Pilot:

Tower:

You have traffic at 10 o’clock, 6 miles!

Pilot:

Give us another hint, we have digital watches!

What is that mountain goat doing way up here in the
clouds?

Winter 2011

In that case, cancel the good morning!

Gary Larson, in a ‘Farside’ cartoon
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The great kumara dig

Doug Nilson

As it was getting towards the end of the kumara digging season, with the ground getting soggy, wet and soft, I had about
6 acres of kumaras left in the ground. This would be the last
week we would attempt to dig. I put on my thinking cap, not
much thinking left - as you can usually see, my hair has all
but disappeared. Anyway two clubs that are on the bones
of their bums flashed through my mind. The Dargaville Aero
Club and the Air Training Corps who are in desperate need
of finance. The old kumara might just do the job.
I rang the Chief Flying Instructor of the Dargaville club and
then the bloke from the Air Training Corps on Saturday
afternoon to see if they could rake up a team of 12 to ride on
the harvester and sort the kumara into the bins. And all the
kumara you dig for that day are your profit – not a bad idea,
thought I. Sunday morning arrived and at 8am I wondered
if they could get permission from the pastor for not going to
church on Sunday. I also thought they are a bunch of fairies
down there and not many will turn up.
Anyway, blow me down, 12 guys and gals dressed up in
their wet weather gear, gloves, morning tea and all the gear,
all smiles and ready to go. And another group filled in for

Training Report

those who karked it and those who had to leave at lunch
time. After a briefing to explain the difference between a
kumara and a lump of sticky mud it was all go. I wondered if
they could hack it but they did. Derek Tahi and John on the
front of the harvester getting rid of most of the dirt and crap
that was coming up the chain, and Lester at the other end
of the harvester keeping an eye on the bins as they filled.
These guys are used to the mud and crap but I wasn’t sure
about the guys and gals in the middle. Some pretty nice
looking birds amongst them, too ;-) I was surprised after
eight hours of hard, sticky work they managed to fill nine
bins, finishing with aching fingers and tired legs. This effort
might keep them from going into receivership.

Footnote from Murray, the Chief Flying Instructor: Doug
dropped into the club with a credit note for $4000! Not a bad
days work, and Doug’s hard labour. He supplied all the tractors, harvesters, drivers and fuel. This was not the first time
Doug has done this and we are gratefully thankful for his
generous efforts. Now we can take JBA off TradeMe…

Murray Foster

Hi to all club members and their friends. Not a great change
in things since the last newsletter, with it being the middle
of the winter and the shortest day only a week away. You
would have thought the flying scene would have slowed
down but it’s still rolling on just the same. The students are
keeping up their training on a regular basis; Murray Parkinson, Stephen Jeffery and Allan Russek will all have their
recreational licences by the end of the month if the weather
is good to us.
Those who have their licences are flying regularly, keeping
current and enjoying it, not just in local flying but making it
interesting, taking their family and friends to show them the
beautiful scenery on the west coast, the rivers and fishing
spots in the harbour and their farms from the air. Sharing
the cost makes a cheap outing for all parties.
Bill Lambeth rang and said there was a big football match
on he would be coming in for, and would like to do some flying. Bill arrived and did 40 minutes of flying, we had a picnic
lunch on the terrace in the sun (Bill always brings the lunch)
and off to the football game. Back he came afterwards,
abusing all the poof-heads in the team, had another 40
minutes of flying and stopped for afternoon tea – not bad for
an 82 year old. By the way, he’d probably done half a day’s
work on the farm before. Some of his friends think the old
fella is full of bull, but Bill’s slowly converting the doubters.
Winter 2011

Photo: Allan Jessop

And it’s great to do something exciting and challenging in the
last years of your life. There are a number who are training
like Bill who adopted this attitude and it has changed their
life. It might take patience, but it’s worth it, with encouragement and help from members.
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The wet and windy days will probably start after the shortest
day, but it’s good training to learn to fly in adverse weather –
within reason. We try to make it part of the training programme, the weather is not always going to be perfect but
the secret lies in knowing what risks not to take and good
decision.
Congratulations to Rusty for going solo in his gyro! This is
another man who wants to fulfil his life’s dreams (hope this
doesn’t end it!) but he flies well, as do all who do what they

Flying lessons?...

Anonymous

A buddy of mine had just bought an ultra-light (a plank), and
I met him at the local field where he offered to let me take
her up for a spin.
As it was a full camber airfoil, after a quick pre-flight, I
deemed it airworthy and jumped in and turned on the fan.
Power to weight ratio was excellent, and this was to prove
useful. I climbed out easily to pattern altitude and began a
left circuit. The thing was so light that it took me a minute to
get used to controlling it in the wind, but basically got heading downwind no problem. It was a little weird flying with
only an airspeed indicator, though. I had asked my friend
before departing the deck what the stall speed was, and was
a bit puzzled by his response of, “I don’t know”, but was not
deterred.
Well, I began my descent, downwind abeam, and shortly
turned base. The throttle was controlled by a lever on the
side-rail, and was a bit odd to me as well, but all was well till
I entered my turn to final, and made the classic - and usually
fatal (maybe that’s why they call it final!) - mistake of student
pilots, however in a unique and at least innovative way.
I reached up to tweak the power back ever so slightly while
in a nice steep (1st mistake) turn to final, and tap the throttle ever so slightly. Unfortunately, I had not noticed that the
whole assembly was rather loose, and my little tap was not
resisted and rather effectively cut my power.

have been trained to do. Good decision making, keeping
our flying free of accidents. I find it a privilege to help others achieve their dreams in life and not get paid for it. The
results are more rewarding than dollars and cents.
I’m going on holiday soon - leaving on Sunday 10 July, returning in time to be back at the club on Tuesday 26th July.
Enjoy your flying, and keep safe!

I about died, knowing that he had calmly jumped into his
new single seat ultra-light and flown without a second
thought.
When asked about his foolish descision, he told me that
really he had just intended on running fast down the runway
to test it out, but that it had become airborne and so he had
little choice but to learn to fly.

How do you get yours?
Does your ‘Windsock’ come through the
post?
Do you have an email address?
If you scored two ‘yeses’, please tell the
editor your email address and you’ll get your
copy quicker
And, some would say, better :-)
Contact details are just below...

Needless to say, I stalled low and slow, and from the ground
appeared to disapear behind a barn at the end of the runway. I slammed the throttle full forward, and was only saved
due to the aforementioned power to weight ratio, and the
lack of a 2nd storey on the barn.
I popped up over the barn, more carefully removed power,
and did a nice smooth full stop and as coolly as possible
exited the aircraft and informed my friend that it handled
pretty good but that I think he needed to tighten the nut on
the throttle linkage.
As if this wasn’t enough, later my friend kept asking me numerous questions that it seemed any pilot would know, and
I finally asked him, “You did go to ground school didn’t you?”
He replied that no, he did not have any flight training!
Winter 2011
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Just search for “Dargaville Aero Club”
and click ‘Like’
Windsock is edited and typeset by Dave Evans for the
Dargaville Aero Club Committee.
Dave welcomes any comments on layout, and always
welcomes your stories and photos!
Email: dargavilledave@gmail.com
Home: 07 863 5987
Mobile: 021 059 3040
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